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On the Ragged Edge of Medicine
Doctoring Among the Dispossessed
Patricia Kullberg

On the Ragged Edge of Medicine offers a unique and personal glimpse into a medical practice for the homeless and urban poor in Portland, Oregon. Told through fifteen patient vignettes and drawn from the author’s decades of experience on the front lines, this revealing memoir illuminates the impact of poverty on the delivery of health services and the ways in which people adapt and survive (or don’t survive) in conditions of abuse and deprivation. Kullberg’s stories show the direct and sometimes devastating effects of poverty on personal health, poignantly demonstrating that medicine is as much a social enterprise as a scientific one.

This collection of narratives is filled with questions about the realities people face in their everyday lives and the inadequacies of medicine to remedy them. A patient refuses a life-saving procedure without explanation; an agoraphobic woman suffers silently and fails to cope; an accidental overdose takes another life. Delving into her daily interactions with patients, Kullberg muses on the impact of scarce resources, the ways she managed to succeed, the fall-out of her own mistakes, and the strategies she used to keep her sanity.

Written for anyone interested in the limits and possibilities of medicine within a context of social inequity, On the Ragged Edge of Medicine draws the reader into the big tragedies, small victories, and everyday mishaps of medicine when ministering to the destitute.

March 2017. 5.5 x 8.5 inches. 176 pages. ISBN 978-0-87071-885-4. Paperback, $18.95

“A compelling portrait of working with people whose stories cry out to be told.”
—Paul Collins, author of Not Even Wrong: A Father’s Journey Into the Lost History of Autism and Edgar Allen Poe: The Fever Called Living

“A remarkable account of a shadowed part of Portland that we generally do our best to ignore and forget; a deft and honest account of a doctor’s years among the poor and broken and forgotten of Oregon’s biggest city; an admirably unadorned and unegotistical book of witness and even celebration of Oregonians dealing with terrible illness, loneliness, and duress.”
—Brian Doyle, author of Mink River and The Wet Engine: Exploring the Mad Wild Miracle of the Heart

OF RELATED INTEREST

The Wet Engine
Exploring the Mad Wild Miracle of the Heart
BRIAN DOYLE
Accidental Gravity
Residents, Travelers, and the Landscape of Memory
Bernard Quetchenbach

Coming of age in the late twentieth century, Bernard Quetchenbach had a sense that the dependable natural world was under assault from a variety of forces, ranging from the emptiness of suburban sprawl to ominous planetary-scale environmental disruptions such as climate change and mass extinction. And still his individual life went on, subject to the imperatives of family and career, responsive to the power and beauty of nature, whether expressed in golf course Canada geese or the majesty of Yellowstone.

Accidental Gravity is an essay collection that moves from Quetchenbach’s youth in upstate New York to the contemporary western United States, from urban and suburban places to wild lands. In the first section of the book, he focuses on suburban neighborhoods, “the places where tensions between human and animal nature, and between differing concepts of the natural world, come to the fore.” In the second section, he juxtaposes these humanized places with Yellowstone National Park. Quetchenbach writes about current environmental issues in the Greater Yellowstone area—wildlife, forest insects, invasive species, ever-increasing numbers of tourists—in the context of climate change and other contemporary pressures.

The writings in Accidental Gravity negotiate the difficult edge between a naive belief in an enduring, unassailable natural world and the equally naive belief that contemporary human life takes place in some unnatural, more mediated context. The title refers to the accidental but nonetheless meaningful nexus where the personal meets and combines with the universal—those serendipitous moments when the individual life connects to the larger rhythms of time and planet. Quetchenbach’s compelling prose will be relished by anyone who enjoys fine nature writing, and his work will be especially resonant with people who grew up in suburban environments.

Paperback, $22.95

BERNARD QUETCHENBACH is a professor of English at Montana State University Billings. His most recent book is The Hermit’s Place, a poetry collection. His writing has appeared in a variety of books, journals, and anthologies; his work has recently been published in The Ecopoetry Anthology and Trash Animals: How We Deal with Nature’s Feral, Filthy, Invasive, and Unwanted Species, and is forthcoming in Poems Across the Big Sky II, Unearthing Paradise, and Thinking Continental. He has degrees in creative writing (SUNY Brockport) and American Literature (Purdue University).

OF RELATED INTEREST

Where the Wind Dreams of Staying
Searching for Purpose and Place in the West
ERIC DIETERLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-865-6 $18.95 Paperback
The Long Shadows
A Global Environmental History of the Second World War

Simo Laakkonen, Richard P. Tucker, and Timo Vuorisalo, editors

Foreword by John R. McNeill

*The Long Shadows* is the first book-length work to offer global perspectives on the environmental history of World War II. Based on long-term research, the selected essays represent the best available studies in different fields and countries. With contributions touching on Europe, America, Asia, and Africa, the book has a truly global approach.

While other edited volumes on the environmental history of warfare discuss multiple wars and various time periods, *The Long Shadows* is devoted exclusively to World War II and its profound and lasting impact on global environments, encompassing polar, temperate, and tropical ecological zones. The first section of the book offers an introduction to and holistic overview of the war. The second section examines the social and environmental impacts of the conflict, while the third focuses on the history and legacy of resource extraction. A fourth and final section offers conclusions and hypotheses. Numerous themes and topics are explored in these previously unpublished essays, including the new and innovative field of acoustic ecology, the environmental policies of the Third Reich, Japanese imperialism and marine resources, and the control of Typhus fever.

Aimed at researchers and students in the fields of environmental history, military history, and global history, *The Long Shadows* will also appeal to a general audience interested in the environmental impact of the greatest military conflict in the history of the world.


SIMO LAAKKONEN and TIMO VUORISALO are Senior Lecturers at the University of Turku, Finland. RICHARD TUCKER is Adjunct Professor in the School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan.
New Strategies for Wicked Problems
Science and Solutions in the 21st Century
Edward P. Weber, Denise Lach, and Brent S. Steel, editors

A “wicked problem” isn’t one with an evil nature, but a problem that is impossible or difficult to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are often hard to recognize. Classic examples of wicked problems include economic, environmental, and political issues.

We now live in a world full of wicked problems, most of them urgent challenges calling out for creative, democratic, and effective solutions. Ed Weber, Denise Lach, and Brent Steel, of the Oregon State University School of Public Policy, solicited papers from a wide variety of accomplished scholars in the fields of science, politics, and policy to address this challenge. The resulting collection focuses on major contemporary environmental and natural resource policy issues, and proposes an assortment of alternative problem-solving methodologies to tackle such problems.

New Strategies for Wicked Problems will appeal to scholars, students, and decision-makers wrestling with wicked problems and “post-normal” science settings beyond simply environmental and natural resource-based issues, while providing much needed guidance to policymakers, citizens, public managers, and other stakeholders.


Contributors
Marcela Brugnach, Water Engineering and Management, University of Twente (Belgium)
Matt Carroll, School of Environment, Washington State University
Steve Daniels, School of Environment and Society, Utah State University
Tanya Heikkila, School of Public Affairs, University of Colorado Denver
Helen Ingram, School of Social Ecology, University of California Irvine
Ann C. Keller, School of Public Health, University of California Berkeley
Denise Lach, School of Public Policy, Oregon State University
Robert Lackey, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Brent S. Steel, School of Public Policy, Oregon State University
Anna Pakenham Stevenson, School of Public Policy, Oregon State University
Edward P. Weber, School of Public Policy, Oregon State University
Christopher M. Weible, School of Public Affairs, University of Colorado Denver
Daniel R. Williams, US Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station
The Only Woman in the Room
The Norma Paulus Story
Norma Paulus

with Gail Wells and Pat McCord Amacher
Foreword by Wallace P. Carson Jr.

Women in Politics in the Pacific Northwest Series

Norma Peterson Paulus grew up in Depression-era poverty in Eastern Oregon. She survived a bout with polio in her teens, taught herself to be a legal secretary, and graduated from law school with honors despite not attending college first. Anyone with such a story would be remarkable, but she was just getting started.

Paulus came from a family of Roosevelt Democrats, but when a friend campaigned for a Republican seat in the state legislature, she switched parties. As she put it, “The Republicans were in politics for all the right reasons.” Amid the nationwide political upheavals of the late 1960s, Oregon's Republicans, led by popular governor Tom McCall, seemed to be her kind of people—principled, pragmatic, and committed to education, the environment, and equality for all citizens under the law.

Paulus's appointment by Governor McCall to the Marion-Polk Boundary Commission in 1969, a precursor to Oregon’s urban growth boundaries, helped launch her on a long and distinguished career of public service. She ran successfully for the Oregon House of Representatives in 1970. After three terms in the House, where she championed environmental causes, women’s rights, and government transparency, she was elected Oregon's Secretary of State in 1976—the first woman to be elected to a statewide office in Oregon. She was the Republican candidate for governor in 1986, served a stint on the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, went on to become Oregon’s superintendent of public instruction, and headed the Oregon Historical Society.

During her years of public service, spanning the 1970s through the early 2000s, Norma Paulus occupied a distinctive niche in Oregon’s progressive political ecosystem. Her vivid personality and strong convictions endeared her to a broad swath of citizens. Engaging and opinionated, charming and forceful, Paulus was widely covered in statewide and national newspapers and television during her eventful, sometimes controversial career. Now, The Only Woman in the Room documents her life and work in a lively, anecdotal history that will appeal to historians, political scientists, newshounds, and ordinary citizens alike.


OF RELATED INTEREST

Up the Capitol Steps
A Woman's March to the Governorship
Barbara Roberts

Norma Paulus is a lawyer and prominent Oregon politician. She lives in Portland.

Gail Wells is the author of six books. She collaborated with the late Betty Roberts on her memoir With Grit and By Grace and has written her own memoir, The Little Lucky. She works at Oregon State University and lives in Corvallis.

Pat McCord Amacher is a former newspaper reporter and teacher of writing who works in business communications and writes creative nonfiction.
The Salem Clique
Oregon’s Founding Brothers
Barbara S. Mahoney

During the decade of the 1850s, the Oregon Territory progressed toward statehood in an atmosphere of intense political passion and conflict. Editors of rival newspapers blamed a group of young men whom they named the “Salem Clique” for the bitter party struggles of the time. Led by Asahel Bush, editor of the Oregon Statesman, the Salem Clique was accused of dictatorship, corruption, and the intention of imposing slavery on the Territory. The Clique, critics maintained, even conspired to establish a government separate from the United States, conceivably a “bigamous Mormon republic.”

While not in agreement with some of the more extreme contemporary accusations against the Clique, many historians have concluded that its members were vicious and unscrupulous men who were able, because of their command of the Democratic Party, to impose their hegemony on the Oregon Territory’s inhabitants. Other scholars have seen them as merely another manifestation of the contentious politics of the period.

Although the Salem Clique has been given considerable prominence in nearly every account of Oregon’s Territorial period, there has not been a detailed study of its role until now. What sort of people were these men? What was their impact on the issues, events, and movements of the period? What role did they play in the years after Oregon became a state? Historian Barbara Mahoney sets out to answer these and many other questions in this comprehensive and deeply researched history.

June 2017. 6 x 9 inches. 224 pages. 10 B&W photographs. ISBN 978-0-87071-891-5. Paperback, $22.95

BARBARA S. MAHONEY is a historian whose interest in Oregon history began when she moved with her family to Salem, Oregon, in 1976. She has contributed a number of entries to the Oregon Encyclopedia and is the author of Dispatches and Dictators, a biography of Oregon native Ralph Barnes, who was a foreign correspondent in Europe in the 1930s. Dispatches and Dictators won the Oregon Book Award for Literary Nonfiction in 2003.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

Dispatches and Dictators
Ralph Barnes for the Herald Tribune
BARBARA S. MAHONEY

WINNER OREGON BOOK AWARD
My Life, by Louis Kenoyer
Reminiscences of a Grand Ronde Reservation Childhood

Louis Kenoyer
Dictated in Tualatin Northern Kalapuya to Melville Jacobs, Jaime de Angulo, and Lucy S. Freeland
Introduction and Commentaries by Henry Zenk
Translation by Jedd Schrock and Henry Zenk
Foreword by Stephen Dow Beckham

Published in Cooperation with the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

My Life, by Louis Kenoyer was dictated in Tualatin Northern Kalapuya by Louis Kenoyer, the last known speaker of that language. A rare, first-person narrative by a Native American describing life on an Oregon reservation, Kenoyer’s account tells the story of his childhood on the late-nineteenth century Grand Ronde Reservation. It includes compelling descriptions of daily life in the reservation community, capturing the intermingling of new Euro-American ways with persisting indigenous beliefs and practices.

Kenoyer recounts his experiences at the government boarding school on the reservation (known as the “Sisters’ school,” after the Catholic Sisters who staffed it); daily farm work; shamanistic rituals and curing ceremonies; off-reservation trips to harvest and hunt and to work for Euro-American farmers; and intertribal gatherings with their associated games and gambling. The narrative documents the continuing vitality of aspects of indigenous culture on the nineteenth-century reservation, alongside the community’s near-universal adoption of rural Euro-American material and work culture.

The manuscript originals of Kenoyer’s narrative are archived in the Melville Jacobs Papers at the University of Washington. The first quarter of the narrative was dictated to Jaime de Angulo and Lucy S. Freeland in 1928, the remainder to Jacobs in 1936. Kenoyer died in 1937, before Jacobs could complete a translation in the field with Kenoyer. Jacobs subsequently prepared a transcript from the translated portions of the text, but the last quarter of the complete narrative has remained untranslated until now. To complete the translation, the present authors digitized the entire text of the narrative, drawing upon information in its previously translated portions to translate the remainder. The result is a complete bilingual English-Tualatin text, accompanied by extensive notes and commentary providing historical and ethnographic context.

May 2017. 7 x 10 inches. 320 pages. 30 B&W photographs. 2 maps. ISBN 978-0-87071-883-0. Paperback, $35.00s

LOUIS KENOYER (baχawádas) was born in 1868 at Grand Ronde Reservation, Oregon. He died in 1937 at Yakama Reservation, Washington.
HENRY ZENK received a PhD in Anthropology from the University of Oregon in 1984. Since 1998 he has been a linguistic consultant for the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. He compiled and edited Chinuk Wawa as Our Elders Teach Us to Speak It, a new Chinuk Wawa dictionary published by the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde.
JEDD SCHROCK is a language learner, teacher, and documentarian. He earned an MA in Linguistics from Northeastern Illinois University in 2002. Shortly thereafter, he moved to Portland, Oregon, where his interests have centered primarily on the languages of Western Oregon and Washington. His areas of interest include Linguistics, Folkloristics, Literacy, and Music.

OF RELATED INTEREST

To Win The Indian Heart
Music at Chemawa Indian School
MELISSA D. PARKHURST
ISBN 978-0-87071-738-3 $23.95 Paperback
Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography
Hula, Navigation, and Oratory
Renee Pualani Louis
with Moana Kahele
A First Peoples Book

Kanaka Hawai‘i cartographic practices are a compilation of intimate, interactive, and integrative processes that present place as “experienced space,” situate mapping in the environment, and encode spatial knowledge into bodily memory via repetitive recitations and other habitual practices, such as hula. Kanaka Hawai‘i cartography is both similar to and distinct from Western cartography. It is similar in that it provides a shorthand system of understanding spatial phenomenon. It is distinctive in that Kanaka Hawai‘i cartography places emphasis on multisensual cognitive abilities and multidimensional symbolic interrelationships, and privileges performance as a primary mode of communication.

The book is separated into two main parts, with the first part presenting the basics of a Hawai‘i cartographic philosophy and the second part detailing three Kanaka Hawai‘i cartographic practices. The main text uses minimal jargon or complex terms, making the information presented accessible for the educated lay-reader. Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography is unique in its attention to Hawai‘i protocols of presentation, beginning with an entry chant, signifying the need to ask permission before entering any place, including a place of knowledge exchange such as a book. It ends with an epilogue—an expression of gratitude and humility, a challenge for the next generation to continue this work, and a closing mele expressing appreciation to all who have shared their wisdom so another generation may flourish.

Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography will fill an important gap in Indigenous and Native Studies and will be welcomed by anyone interested in traditional forms of Kanaka Hawai‘i cartographic performances.


OF RELATED INTEREST

RENEE PUALANI LOUIS is a graduate of University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. She is Co-Chair of the Indigenous Peoples Specialty Group of the American Association of Geographers and 2014 co-recipient of the American Association of Geographers Enhancing Diversity Award. She is currently employed by the Institute for Policy and Social Research at the University of Kansas while living in Hilo, Hawai‘i.

Ancestral Places
Understanding Kanaka Geographies
KATRINA-ANN R OLIVEIRA

Published with the help of special funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, First Peoples books have fundamentally expanded global dialogues on emerging trends in Native American and Indigenous Studies scholarship.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Rivers of Oregon
TIM PALMER
ISBN 978-0-87071-850-2  $40.00 Hardcover

Hiking from Portland to the Coast
An Interpretive Guide to 30 Trails
JAMES D. THAYER

A Guide to Freshwater Fishes of Oregon
DOUGLAS F. MARKLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-873-1  $22.95 Paperback

Through a Green Lens
Fifty Years of Writing for Nature
ROBERT MICHAEL PYLE

Where the Wind Dreams of Staying
Searching for Purpose and Place in the West
ERIC DIETERLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-865-6  $18.95 Paperback

Keeping Oregon Green
DEREK R. LARSON

The Jewish Oregon Story, 1950–2010
ELLEN EISENBERG
Published in cooperation with the Oregon Jewish Museum and Center for Holocaust Education

Leaded
The Poisoning of Idaho’s Silver Valley
MICHAEL C. MIX
ISBN 978-0-87071-875-5  $29.95 Paperback

Science Without Frontiers
Cosmopolitanism and National Interests in the World of Learning, 1870–1940
ROBERT FOX
ISBN 978-0-87071-867-0  $22.95 Paperback

Reporting the Oregon Story
How Activists and Visionaries Transformed a State
FLOYD MCKAY

Boundary Layer
Exploring the Genius Between Worlds
KEM LUTHER

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Hidden World of Pacific Northwest Dunes
GEORGE PONAR JR.

Holy Mōlī
Albatross and Other Ancestors
HOB OSTERLUND
ISBN 978-0-87071-848-9  $18.95 Paperback

A Week in Yellowstone’s Thorofare
A Journey Through the Remotest Place
MICHAEL J. YOCHIM

Ethnobotany of the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians
PATRICIA WHEREAT PHILLIPS
ISBN 978-0-87071-852-6  $22.95 Paperback

Ricky’s Atlas
Mapping a Land on Fire
JUDITH L. LI
Illustrations by M. L. Herring
ISBN 978-0-87071-842-7  $17.95 Paperback
ART, LITERATURE, AND TRAVEL

**Art and Architecture**

*An Architectural Guidebook to Portland, Second edition*

BART KING

ISBN 978-0-87071-191-6  $22.95 Paperback

*Beauty of the City*

A.E. Doyle, Portland’s Architect

PHILIP NILES


*Elegant Arches, Soaring Spans*

C.B. McCaulough, Oregon’s Master Bridge Builder

ROBERT W. HADLOW


*Ever Blooming*

The Art of Bonnie Hall

EDITED BY JAMES D. HALL


*From the Heart*

The Photographs of Brian Lanker

PROLOGUE BY MAYA ANGELOU


*Oaks Park Pentimento*

Portland’s Lost and Found Carousel Art

JIM LOMASSON


Tough by Nature

Portraits of Cowgirls and Ranch Women of the American West

LYNDA LANKER

ISBN 978-0-87714-099-9  $45 Hardcover

Published by the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art

*Wild Beauty*

Photographs of the Columbia River Gorge, 1867–1957

TEKKY TOGETEMEGER AND JOHN LAURSEN

ISBN 978-0-87071-410-4  $75 Hardcover

**Fiction and Poetry**

*Aurora, Daughter of the Dawn*

A Story of New Beginnings

J.J. KOPP


*The Brightwood Stillness*

A Novel by MARK POMEROY


*The Collected Poems of Hazel Hall*

EDITED BY JOHN WITTE

ISBN 978-0-87071-476-8  $22.95 Hardcover

*Ellie’s Log*

Exploring the Forest Where the Great Tree Fell

JUDITH L. LI, ILLUSTRATIONS BY M.L. HERRING

ISBN 978-0-87071-466-6  $19.95 Paperback

*The Long Journey*

Contemporary Northwest Poets

DAVID BIESPIEL, ED.

ISBN 978-0-87071-096-6  $17.95 Paperback

*Mink River*

A Novel by BRIAN DOYLE

ISBN 978-0-87071-583-3  $18.95 Paperback

*Writing the World*

Understanding William Stafford

JUDITH KITCHEN


*One City’s Wilderness*

Portland’s Forest Park, Third Edition

MARRY HOULE

ISBN 978-0-87071-627-0  $24.95 Paperback

*Oregon Coastal Access Guide*


KENN OBERRECHT

Co-published with Oregon Sea Grant

ISBN 978-0-87071-293-7  $22.95 Paperback

**Numbers and Nerves**

Information, Emotion, and Meaning in a World of Data

SCOTT SLOVIC AND PAUL SLOVIC, EDITORS


**Travel / Hiking Guides**

*Corvallis Trails*

Exploring the Heart of the Valley

MARGIE C. POWELL

ISBN 978-0-87071-627-0  $24.95 Paperback

*Discovering Main Street*

Travel Adventures in Small Towns of the Northwest

FOSTER CHURCH

ISBN 978-0-87071-587-7  $18.95 Paperback

*Exploring the Tualatin River Basin*

A Nature and Recreation Guide

TUALATIN RIVERKEEPERS


*Field Guide to Oregon Rivers*

TIM PALMER

ISBN 978-0-87071-627-0  $24.95 Paperback

*Turning Down the Sound*

Travel Escapes in Washington’s Small Towns

FOSTER CHURCH

ISBN 978-0-87071-730-7  $17.95 Paperback

*Wild in the City*

Exploring the IntertwineThe Portland-Vancouver Region’s Network of Parks, Trails, and Natural Areas

EDITED BY LORRAINE ANDERSON WITH ABBY PHILLIPS METZGER

ISBN 978-0-87071-683-6  $35.00 Paperback

*Wild in the Willamette*

Exploring the Mid-Valley’s Parks, Trails, and Natural Areas

EDITED BY LORRAINE ANDERSON WITH ABBY PHILLIPS METZGER

NONFICTION AND MEMOIR

Above the Clearwater
Living on Stolen Land
BETTE LYNCH HUSTED
ISBN 978-0-87071-007-0 $18.95 Paperback

American Dreamers
How Two Oregon Farm Kids Transformed an Industry, a Community, and a University
REN AUSTIN WITH KERRY YINCRUK
ISBN 978-0-87071-774-1 $19.95 Hardcover
Published by the OSU Alumni Association

Building a Better Nest
Living Lightly at Home and in the World
EVELYN SEARLE HESS

Catching the Ebb
Drift-fishing for a Life in Cook Inlet
BERT BENDER
ISBN 978-0-87071-756-3 $22.95 Hardcover

Child of Steens Mountain
EILEEN O’KEEFFE MCVICKER
ISBN 978-0-87071-758-1 $18.95 Paperback

Children and Other Wild Animals
BRIAN DOYLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-754-3 $18.95 Paperback

Fool’ s Hill
A Kid’s Life in an Oregon Coastal Town
JOHN QUICK
ISBN 978-0-87071-399-6 $15.95 Paperback

How to Live Longer and Feel Better
LINUS PAULING
Introduction by Melinda Gormley
Afterword by Stephen Lawson

A Hunger For High Country
One Woman’s Journey to the Wild in Yellowstone Country
SUSAN MARSH

Learning to Like Muktuk
An Unlikely Explorer in Territorial Alaska
PENELOPE S. EASTON
ISBN 978-0-87071-758-1 $18.95 Paperback

Light on the Devils
Coming of Age on the Klamath
LOUISE WAGENKNECHT

Listening for Coyote
A Walk Across Oregon’s Wilderness
WILLIAM L. SULLIVAN

The Little Lucky
A Family Geography
GAUL WELLS
ISBN 978-0-87071-189-3 $17.95 Paperback

Morning Light
Wildflowers, Night Skies, and Other Ordinary Joys of Oregon Country Life
BARBARA DRAKE

Naked in the Woods
My Unexpected Years in a Hippie Commune
MARGARET GRUNSTEIN

New Era
Reflections on the Human and Natural History of Central Oregon
JAROLD RAMSEY

Now Go Home
Wilderness, Belonging, and the Crosscut Saw
ANA MARIA SPAGNA

The Nude Beach Notebook
BARBARA J. SCOT

Peace at Heart
An Oregon Country Life
BARBARA DRAKE

Pathfinder
Blazing a New Wilderness Trail in Modern America
RON STRICKLAND

Potluck
Community on the Edge of Wilderness
ANA MARIA SPAGNA

State of Giving
Stories of Oregon Volunteers, Donors, and Nonprofits
GREG CHAILLÉ AND KRISTIN ANDERSON

Stubborn Twig
Three Generations in the Life of a Japanese American Family
LAUREN KESSLER

The Thunder Tree
Lessons from an Urban Wildland
ROBERT MICHAEL PYLE

To the Woods
Sinking Roots, Living Lightly, and Finding True Home
EVELYN SEARLE HESS
ISBN 978-0-87071-381-3 $18.95 Paperback

Two Wheels North
Bicycling the West Coast in 1909
EVELYN MCDANIEL GIBB
ISBN 978-0-87071-485-6 $17.95 Paperback

Up All Night
MARTHA GIES

Upstream
Sols, Fathers, and Rivers
ROBIN CAREY

Where the Crooked River Rises
A High Desert Home
ELLEN WATERSTON
ISBN 978-0-87071-592-1 $18.95 Paperback

Wild Delicate Seconds
29 Wildlife Encounters
CHARLES FINN
Natural History and Field Guides

Afield
Forty Years of Birding the American West
ALAN CONTRERAS
ISBN 978-0-87071-420-7  $18.95 Paperback

Among Penguins
A Bird Man in Antarctica
NOAH STRYKER

Birds of Lane County, Oregon
ALAN L. CONTRERAS, Ed.
ISBN 978-0-87071-180-0  $20.00 Paperback

Birds of Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon
CAROL D. LITTLEFIELD

Birds of Oregon
A General Reference
EDITED BY DAVID B. MARSHALL, ET AL.
ISBN 978-0-87071-182-4  $45.00 Paperback

Books of Washington
Status and Distribution
EDITED BY TERENCE R. WAHL, ET AL.
ISBN 978-0-87071-490-0  $34.95 Paperback

California Condors in the Pacific Northwest
JESSE D’ELIA AND SUSAN M. HAIG
ISBN 978-0-87071-700-0  $19.95 Paperback

Crater Lake National Park
A History
RICK HARMON

Diary of a Citizen Scientist
Chasing Tiger Beetles and Other New Ways of Engaging the World
SHARMAN APT RUSSELL
ISBN 978-0-87071-753-9  $18.95 Paperback

Dragonflies and Damselflies of Oregon
A Field Guide
CARY KERST & STEVE GORDON

Field Guide to the Sedges of the Pacific Northwest
Second Edition
BARBARA L. WILSON, RICHARD BRAINERD, DANNA LYTJEN, BRUCE NEWHOUSE, AND NICK OTTING—THE CAREX WORKING GROUP
ISBN 978-0-87071-724-8  $35.00 Paperback

Flora of Glacier National Park
PETER LESICA
ISBN 978-0-87071-538-9  $34.95 Paperback

Forest Primeval
The Natural History of an Ancient Forest
CHRIS MASER

Gathering Moss
A Natural and Cultural History of Mosses
ROBIN WALL KIMMERER

Handbook of Northwestern Plants
Revised Edition
HELEN M. GILKEY AND LAREA J. DENNIS
ISBN 978-0-87071-490-0  $34.95 Paperback

Handbook of Oregon Birds
A Field Companion to Birds of Oregon
HENDRIK G. HERLYN & ALAN L. CONTRERAS
ISBN 978-0-87071-571-6  $22.95 Paperback

Land Snails and Slugs of the Pacific Northwest
THOMAS E. BURKE
ISBN 978-0-87071-685-0  $33.00s Paperback

Life Histories of Cascadia Butterflies
DAVID G. JAMES AND DAVID NUNNALLEE—FOREWORD BY ROBERT MICHAEL PYLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-626-3  $35.00s Paperback

Living with Thunder
Exploring the Geologic Past, Present, and Future of the Pacific Northwest
ELLEN MORRIS BISHOP

Macrolichens of the Pacific Northwest
Second Edition
BRUCE MCCUVE AND LINDA GEISER

The Next Tsunami
Living on a Restless Coast
BONNIE HENDERSON

Oregon Fossils
ELIZABETH L. ORR AND WILLIAM N. ORR

Oregon Geology
Sixth Edition
ELIZABETH L. AND WILLIAM N. ORR

Wading for Bugs
Exploring Streams with the Experts
JUDITH L. LI AND MICHAEL T. BARBOUR, EDITORS

Viticulture
The Grail: A year ambling & shambling through an Oregon vineyard in pursuit of the best pinot noir wine in the whole wild world
BRIAN DOYLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-093-3  $18.95 Paperback

Oregon Viticulture
EDWARD W. HELLMAN, Ed.
ISBN 978-0-87071-554-9  $44.95 Paperback

Voodoo Vintners
Oregon’s Astonishing Biodynamic Winemakers
KATHERINE COLE
**HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY**

**AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOC. STONEWALL HONOR BOOK**

**THE COLOR OF NIGHT**

Race, Railroaders, and Murder in the Wartime West

MAX G. GEIER


**Embracing a Western Identity**

Jewish Oregonians, 1849–1950

ELLEN EISENBERG


**A Force for Change**

Beatrice Morrow Cannady and the Struggle for Civil Rights in Oregon, 1912–1936

KIMBERLEY MCGUINNESS


**Here on the Edge**

How a Small Group of World War II Conscientious Objectors Took Art and Peace from the Margins to the Mainstream

STEVE MCQUIDDY


**Jumptown**

The Golden Years of Portland Jazz, 1942–1957

ROBERT DIETSCHE


**Lincoln and Oregon Country Politics in the Civil War Era**

RICHARD W. ETULAIN


**Linus Pauling, Scientist and Peacemaker**

CLIFFORD MEAD AND THOMAS HAGER


**Outsiders in a Promised Land**

Religious Activists in Pacific Northwest History

DALE SODEN

ISBN 978-0-87071-505-4  $22.95 Paperback

**Oregon's Promise**

An Interpretive History

DAVID PETERSON DEL MAR


**Pacific Northwest Cheese: A History**

TAMI PARR


**Portland**

People, Politics, and Power, 1851–2001

JEWEL LANSING


**Portland in Three Centuries**

The Place and the People

CARL ABBOTT


**Remembering the Power of Words**

The Life of an Oregon Activist, Legislator, and Community Leader

AVEL LOUISE GORDLY WITH PATRICIA A. SCHECHTER


**Sonny Montes and Mexican American Activism in Oregon**

GLENN ANTHONY MAY


**A School for the People**

A Photographic History of Oregon State University

LAWRENCE E. LANDS

ISBN 978-0-87071-622-9  $50.00 Hardcover

**Shaping the Public Good**

Women Making History in the Pacific Northwest

SUE ARMITAGE


**“Therefore, Choose Life…”**

An Autobiography by MOSEY WOLF

Edited and translated and with an introduction by Judson Rosengrant


**Trying Home**

The Rise and Fall of an Anarchist Utopia on Puget Sound

JUSTIN WADLAND


**Waging War on the Home Front**

An Illustrated Memoir of World War II

CHAUNCEY DEL FRENCH

Edited by Lois Mack and Ted Van Arsdol


**With Grit and By Grace**

Breaking Trails in Politics and Law, A Memoir

BETTY ROBERTS WITH GAIL WELLS


**Yours for Liberty**

Selections from Abigail Scott Duniway’s Suffrage Newspaper

JEAN M. WARD AND ELAINE A. MAVEETY

FIRST PEOPLES / INDIGENOUS STUDIES / BESTSELLERS

Published with the help of special funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, First Peoples books have fundamentally expanded global dialogues on emerging trends in Native American and Indigenous Studies scholarship.

Accomplishing NAGPRA
Perspectives on the Intent, Impact, and Future of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
SANGITA CHARI AND JAIME M. N. LAVALLÉE, EDS.

Ancestral Places
Understanding Kanaka Geographies
KATRINA-ANN R. KAPĀʻANAOKALĀʻAOKEOLA NĀKO OLIVEIRA
ISBN 978-0-87071-673-7 $22.95 Paperback

Asserting Native Resilience
Pacific Rim Indigenous Nations Face the Climate Crisis
ZOLTÁN GROSSMAN AND ALAN PARKER, EDS.

At the Hearth of the Crossed Races
A French-Indian Community in Nineteenth-Century Oregon, 1812–1859
MELINDA MARIE JETTE

A Deeper Sense of Place
Stories and Journeys of Collaboration in Indigenous Research
JAY T. JOHNSON AND SOREN C, LARSEN

The Indian School on Magnolia Avenue
Voices and Images from Sherman Institute
CLIFFORD E. TRAFZER, MATTHEW SAKIESTEWA GILBERT AND LORENE SISQUOC

Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography
Hula, Navigation, and Oratory
RENEE PUALANI LOUIS

To Win the Indian Heart
Music at Chemawa Indian School
MELISSA D. PARKHURST
ISBN 978-0-87071-738-3 $22.95 Paperback

Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography
Hula, Navigation, and Oratory
RENEE PUALANI LOUIS

At the Heart of the Crossed Races
A French-Indian Community in Nineteenth-Century Oregon, 1812–1859
MELINDA MARIE JETTE

A Deeper Sense of Place
Stories and Journeys of Collaboration in Indigenous Research
JAY T. JOHNSON AND SOREN C, LARSEN

The Indian School on Magnolia Avenue
Voices and Images from Sherman Institute
CLIFFORD E. TRAFZER, MATTHEW SAKIESTEWA GILBERT AND LORENE SISQUOC

Bestsellers

How to Live Longer and Feel Better
LINUS PAULING

Gathering Moss
A Natural and Cultural History of Mosses
ROBIN WALL KIMMERER

Mink River
A novel by BRIAN DOYLE
ISBN 978-0-87071-585-3 $18.95 Paperback

The Next Tsunami
Living on a Restless Coast
BONNIE HENDERSON

Oregon Indians
Voices from Two Centuries
STEPHEN DOW BECKHAM, ED.
ISBN 978-0-87071-088-9 $45.00 Hardcover

The First Oregonians
Second edition
LAURIE BERG, ED.
An Oregon Humanities Book
ISBN 978-1-88037-702-4 $22.95 Paperback

Teaching Oregon Native Languages
JOAN GROSS, EDITOR

Following the Nez Perce Trail
A Guide to the Nee-Me-Poo National Historic Trail with Eyewitness Accounts
CHERYL WILFONG
ISBN 978-0-87071-117-6 $29.95 Paperback

Oregonians

WINNER: JOHN BURROUGHS MEDAL
How to Live Longer and Feel Better
LINUS PAULING

GATHERING MOSS
Living on a Restless Coast
BONNIE HENDERSON

The Next Tsunami
Living on a Restless Coast
BONNIE HENDERSON

FIFTH ANNUAL
Oregon Book Award
Oregonian “Top Ten NW Book”
BRIAN DOYLE
GATHERING MOSS
Living on a Restless Coast
BONNIE HENDERSON
Northwest Readers

Another Way the River Has Taught True Tales from the Northwest
ROBIN CODY

Badger and Coyote Were Neighbors: Montana Legends and Tales
WILLIAM M. HARRIS and PAMELA A. AMOS, ED.

Davis Country
H. L. Davis’s Northwest
EDITED BY BRIAN BOOTH and GLEN A. LOVE
ISBN 978-0-87071-577-8 $22.95 Paperback

Northwest Reprints

Botanical Exploration of the Trans-Mississippi West
SUSAN D. MCKEELLEY
Introduction by Stephen Dow Beckham
ISBN 978-0-87071-516-7 $99.95 Hardcover

Children of the Fur Trade
FORGOTTEN MÉTIS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
JOHN C. JACKSON

Down in My Heart
PEACE WITNESS IN WAR TIME
WILLIAM STAFFORD
Introduction by Kim Stafford
ISBN 978-0-87071-097-1 $15.95 Paperback

Happy Valley
ANNE SHANNON MONROE
Introduction by Karen Blair
ISBN 978-0-87071-507-5 $15.95 Paperback*

Holdfast
AT HOME IN THE NATURAL WORLD
KATHLEEN DEAN MOORE
ISBN 978-0-87071-786-6 $16.95 Paperback

Honey in the Horn
H. L. DAVIS
Introduction by Richard W. Etulain

A Majority of Sounders
AN INFORMAL HISTORY OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN FUR COMPANY
DON BERRY
Introduction by Stephen Dow Beckham
ISBN 978-0-87071-089-6 $22.95 Paperback

Moontrap
DON BERRY
Introduction by Jeff Baker
ISBN 978-0-87071-039-1 $18.95 Paperback

Narrative of a Journey across the Rocky Mountains to the Columbia River
JOHN KIRK TOWNSEND
Introduction by George A. Jobanek
ISBN 978-0-87071-525-9 $17.95 Paperback

Requiem for a People
THE INDIANS OF OREGON
LUTHER S. CRESSMAN
Introduction by Dennis L. Jenkins

The Sandal and the Cave
THE INDIANS OF OREGON
LUTHER S. CRESSMAN
Introduction by Dennis L. Jenkins

To Build a Ship
DON BERRY
Introduction by Jeff Baker
ISBN 978-0-87071-040-7 $17.95 Paperback

Voyage of a Summer Sun
CANOEING THE COLUMBIA RIVER
Robin Cody

The Wallowas
COMING OF AGE IN THE WILDERNESS
WILLIAM ASHWORTH

Whistlepunks and Geoducks
ORAL HISTORIES FROM THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
STEVEN DOW BECKHAM, EDITOR

Wildmen, Wobbles, and Whistle Punks
STEWART HOLBROOK’S LOWBROW NORTHWEST
BRIAN BOOTH, EDITOR

* indicates a hardcover edition is also available